
Pelvic osteolysis and insufficiency fractures may occur after regional radiotherapy due to weakening of bones, especially by pre-existing 
Osteoporosis. 
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Conclusion: Osteolytic lesions of the pubic bone can often occur following radiation for pelvic malignancies. It occurs due to impaired fracture 
reparative response by a bone afflicted by radiation therapy RT. It can be managed effectively with conservative analgesics, bisphosphonates, 
calcium, and Vitamin D supplementation.  The radiographic picture can imitate malignant or infective lesions and provoke invasive testing for 
confirmation. The clinicians need to be conscious of this clinical entity to initiate proper treatment and avoid unnecessary investigations. 

Introduction: A rapidly progressive destructive lesion characterizes pubic osteolysis (PO) in the pubic bone due to an inadequate fracture 
healing response. It may be seen in pelvic insufficiency fractures (IF) secondary to radiation therapy (RT) of pelvic malignancies, occurring even 
in the absence of significant trauma. Such a radiological picture may distract the clinician towards a malignant etiology and may affect the 
management.
Case Report: A 79- year- old female, known case of carcinoma of the urinary bladder, underwent contrast-enhanced computed tomography 
(CT) (CECT) of the abdomen and pelvis as a routine follow- up and was found to have an osteolytic lesion in the right pubic bone, suggesting a 
malignant pathology. CT- guided biopsy did not reveal any malignant or infective etiology. The patient showed recovery with conservative 
management.     
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Case Report

Introduction

Case Report

A destructive lesion of the Pubis, following radiation therapy 
(RT) for pelvic malignancies such as uterus, cervix, anorectal, 
and bladder cancers may occur [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Pubic 
osteolysis (PO) is a subtype of an insufficiency fracture (IF) 
and may mimic a malignant lesion, as most of these cases may 
not have any history of trauma [6, 7, 8, 10]. With a history of 
pelvic malignancy, the metastatic bone disease’s suspicion 
remains a possibility and a concern. Therefore, it causes a 
diagnostic dilemma and compels the clinician to undertake 
invasive investigations like a biopsy to confirm the diagnosis. 
We present a case of a 79-year-old female with a history of 
Carcinoma of the Urinary Bladder, where a right pubic 

osteolytic lesion was found on a routine follow-up computed 
tomography (CT) scan, which was masquerading as a 
malignant tumor.

A 79-years-old female came for routine follow-up investigations 
for her carcinoma of the urinary bladder (Fig. 1), which was 
diagnosed 15 months ago.
At present, she was asymptomatic and underwent contrast-
enhanced CT of the abdomen and pelvis, for a routine follow-
up, which showed the tumor’s complete resolution. This 
revealed osteolysis of the right pubic rami with a small fluid 
collection. Bilateral sacral IF were also noticed in the healing 
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stage (Fig. 2a, b). A CT-guided biopsy was done of the public 
lesion, and 6 ml of blood mixed fluid was aspirated. 
Cytolopathological examination did not reveal any malignant 
cells, nor there was any microbial growth. The Gene X-pert 
assay for Mycobacterium tuberculosis was negative. Her full 
blood counts and other laboratory investigations were within 
normal limits. A diagnosis of radiation-induced IF was thus 
made.
She had undergone combined chemotherapy and RT as a 
bladder preservation protocol and was given 6 weekly 
chemotherapy cycles (Cisplatin, 45 mg) and 64 Gy radiations in 
32 cycles. Volumetric arc radiotherapy was given to the draining 
pelvic lymph nodes (46 Gy/23 fraction) and the whole bladder 
(54 Gy/27 fractions), followed by a booster dose to bladder 
tumor (10 Gy/5 fractions). To avoid the risk of pelvic IF (PIF), 
the sacral doses of radiation were limited to a mean dose of 29.6 
Gy and each sacroiliac (SI) joint to a dose of 24.5 Gy (which is 
below the recommended dose of <35 Gy). Thr dose to pubic 
symphysis (drawn retrospectively) was higher a mean of 55.8 
Gy and the maximum dose of 66.8 Gy.
The last dose of RT was completed 13 months ago. Three 
months after completing the radiation, she developed persistent 
low back pain, which was moderately severe in intensity, and 
stopped walking without support. The Positron Emission 
Tomography-CT scan showed a diffuse increase in metabolic 
activity in the sacrum’s bilateral ala, suggestive of an IF (Fig. 3). 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) further confirmed a linear 
hyperintense line seen through the bilateral ala of sacrum 
representing IF (Fig. 4). Plain 
radiographs revealed generalized 
osteoporosis but did not show any 
fractures (Fig. 5). The DXA scan 
c o n f i r m e d  t h e  d i a g n o s i s  o f 
osteoporosis, with a T-score of −2.6.

Discussion
The PO is a subtype of IF with a destructive lesion of the pubic 
bone, following RT. It may be asymptomatic or present with 
pelvic pain and limp. Some cases of PO mimicking malignant 
lesions have been reported [7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Radiation-
induced PIF has a cumulative 5-year incidence ranging from 
8.2% to 45.2% [1, 2, 3, 4, 9]. These fractures have a higher 
incidence in postmenopausal females with osteoporosis, like in 
our case. The IF may present as subtle or apparent fractures 
(with or without callus formation) or destructive lesions. Most 
of the time, there is no history of antecedent trauma [7, 11, 13, 
16].The weight-bearing bones (like Sacrum) tend to develop IF 
more commonly and earlier than the lesser weight-bearing 
bones (like Pubis), leading to earlier biomechanical failure in 
the sacrum. This fact is confirmed by the incidence of reported 
common fracture sites are SI joint (37.9%), the body of the 
sacrum (33.9%), and Pubis 13% [17]. We believe that the initial 
sacral fracture in our case was followed by pubic bone 

A s  t h e  p a t i e n t  r e f u s e d  a n y 
i nter vent i o na l  t reat m ent  l i ke 
C e m e n t  a u g m e n t a t i o n 
(Sacroplasty),  she was treated 
c o n s e r v a t i v e l y  w i t h  w e e k l y 
supplementation Vitamin D (60,000 

I.U) and sodium alendronate (70 mg), along with calcium and 
analgesics. She responded to the conservative treatment slowly, 
and the pain vanished in about 6 months. After 2 months of the 
onset of low back pain, she felt some discomfort and stiffness in 
the groin, for which a plain radiograph was done, which did not 
reveal any pathological changes (Fig. 5). No specific treatment 
was given, and it settled along with low back pain. Since then, 
her mobility has been pain-free, and she did not require any 
walking support or painkillers.
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Figure 1: Positron emission tomography-computed tomography scans images confirming the malignant lesion in the urinary bladder, with an increased FDG uptake.

Figure 2: (a) Pubic osteolysis (PO), as seen of computed tomography (CT), (b) Three-dimensional reconstructed CT-scan images revealing 
right pubic osteolysis and healing bilateral sacral insufficiency fractures.



The PO is a distinct clinical entity characterized by a rapidly 
progressive lesion seen mostly in postmenopausal females with 
the involvement of pubic bone and an absence of nuclear atypia 
on biopsy. The plain radiographs may not reveal the presence of 
IF, in the initial phase. MRI is highly sensitive in picking up the 
early lesions and also help in differentiating with the other 
mimicking lesions, such as (a) malignancy (e.g., primary 
chondrosarcoma, and metastatic bone disease), (b) 
infection/osteomyelitis (e.g., tuberculosis, and pyogenic), (c) 
non-infective inflammatory lesions (e.g., Rheumatoid 
Arthritis), and (d) non-specific lesions (e.g., osteitis pubis, 
steroid intake, and osteoporosis). Chondrosarcoma is a slow-
growing tumor, with a late presentation and male propensity, 
and rare involvement of the pubic bone [18]. It also shows the 
presence of nuclear polymorphism on biopsy. Osteomyelitis of 
pubic bone usually occurs as a postoperative complication of 
bladder surgeries or in cases of pelvic fractures with bladder 
rupture. It presents groin pain, pubic tenderness, draining sinus, 
fever, elevated Erythrocyte sedimentation rate, and total 
leukocyte counts. Radiographs may show the presence of a 
sequestrum. Osteitis pubis has a bimodal age distribution with 
professional athletes forming the younger cohort due to 
repeated microtrauma to the adductor longus tendon [19] and 
older patients with urinary tract infections, renal failure [20], or 
as a complication of bladder surgery. Its clinical presentation is 
with groin pain aggravated by hip abduction and adduction 
against resistance, limp and irregular margins, sclerosis, and 
pubic cleft widening on radiographs. Patients with bony 
metastasis from pelvic malignancies, for example, cervix, had a 
short survival time of around 7 months [21] with skeletal 
metastasis not more than 4% [22] and lower comparable rates 
of metastasis in the irradiated bone [23, 24, 25].

involvement after 9–10 months, perhaps due to excess loading 
of the pubic area while walking due to sacral pain.

Conclusion

Awareness about PO is crucial in reaching an early diagnosis and 
decreasing morbidity due to invasive investigations and surgical 

procedures, like hemipelvectomy [11, 15]. A high index of 
suspicion for PO is, therefore, required in patients undergoing 
RT for pelvic malignancies. The diagnosis of PO is often made 
as a coincidental finding on the radiographs, CT, or MRI. 
Mostly, symptomatic PO cases can be managed conservatively 
with rest, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, calcium, 
Vitamin D supplementation, bisphosphonates, and graded 
physiotherapy.

The PO is an established clinical entity following RT for pelvic 
malignancies but is lesser known to the clinicians and poses a 
diagnostic challenge. Awareness of it is necessary to make an 
early diagnosis,  decreasing morbidity, and avoiding 
unnecessary treatment. It is a benign condition that often 
remains asymptomatic and is detected as a coincidental finding 
on radiological studies. The symptomatic cases may have 
minimal discomfort, pain, and stiffness, which settle with 
conservative treatment, and surgery is not required in these 
cases.
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Figure 5: Antero-posterior radiograph of the pelvis, showing 
osteoporosis of both the hip bones, but no evidence of fractures in the 
pelvis.

Figure 3: Positron emission tomography-computed tomography scan image 
showing increased FDG uptake in both ala of the sacrum (“Honda sign”), 
suggesting the presence of insufficiency fractures.

Figure 4: Bilateral insufficiency fractures of the 
ala of sacrum, as seen on magnetic resonance 
imaging scan.

Clinical Message

PO is a clinically described but unfamiliar condition arising 
due to impaired healing of IF occurring after radiotherapy. It 
often impersonates malignant lesions and may lead to non-
required biopsy and surgical treatments. Mostly, it is 
diagnosed as a coincidental finding on radiological 
investigations and remains asymptomatic.
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